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Extensive range of exclusive M Performance Parts
further enhance the BMW M8 Coupé and Convertible.
Diverse programme of accessories to boost design,
sporty flair and desirability right on time for the market
launch.
Munich. In a few months’ time, with a full package of direct racing technology on
board, the new BMW M8 Coupé (combined fuel consumption: 10.6–10.5 l/100
km; combined CO2 emissions: 242–238 g/km*) and the new BMW M8
Convertible (combined fuel consumption: 10.8-10.6 l/100 km*; combined CO2
emissions: 246–241 g/km*) will be setting a new benchmark in the premium
segment of high-performance sports cars suitable for everyday use. The BMW
M8 GTE race car know-how is incorporated into the production model. This also
applies to the accessory range of M Performance Parts. BMW presents its
extensive range of M Performance Parts right from the market launch of the BMW
M8 versions (440 kW/600 hp) and the even more powerful BMW M8
Competition models (460 kW/625 hp). These lend an additional touch of style to
the design and sporty flair of the top BMW 8 Series models, enabling further
selective customisation. In best tradition, all components are harmonised with
each other as well as with the specific character of the new model. In addition to
enhancing the sporty appearance of the models, the accessory options also meet
functional requirements in terms of lightweight construction and aerodynamics.
This is not least due to the comprehensive racing expertise contributed by BMW
M GmbH to the development of M Performance Parts.
Exterior components made of carbon fibre for an even more striking
appearance.
As a supplement to the optional Carbon Package, the M Performance carbon
fibre exterior components round off the dynamic, elegant motor racing style of
the new BMW M8. While the M Performance sill attachments give the vehicle
additional length in visual terms, the M Performance carbon fibre radiator grille
and M Performance carbon fibre side decorative grille guarantee a compelling
front view. Developed specially for the BMW M8, these components with
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exposed carbon fibre finish are elaborately crafted by hand and mutually
harmonised. Sealed with a clear finish and a high-gloss polish, they are UV and
Fuel consumption, CO2 emission figures and power consumption were measured using the methods required according to Regulation (EC)
715/2007 as amended. The figures are calculated using a vehicle fitted with basic equipment in Germany, the ranges stated take into account
differences in selected wheel and tyre sizes as well as the optional equipment. They may change during configuration.
The figures have already been calculated based on the new WLTP test cycle and adapted to NEDC for comparison purposes. In these vehicles,
different figures than those published here may apply for the assessment of taxes and other vehicle-related duties which are (also) based on CO2
emissions.
For further details of the official fuel consumption figures and official specific CO2 emissions of new cars, please refer to the "Manual on fuel
consumption, CO2 emissions and power consumption of new cars", available free of charge at all sales outlets, from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand
GmbH (DAT), Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen and at https://www.dat.de/co2/.
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temperature-resistant as being car wash compatible. The same applies to the M
Performance engine cover – an impressive premium racing-style eye-catcher
when the bonnet is open.
Well-equipped to cope with the toughest conditions: M Performance
sport brake pads.
Shorter braking distance, improved response, higher thermal resilience: the
benefits of the M Performance sport brake pads are many and varied. Derived
directly from the BMW Motorsport long-distance racing pads, the variants for the
BMW M8 Coupé and Convertible enable more dynamic, racing-style steering
when braking into a bend as compared to the standard configuration.
M Performance Pro steering wheel for a perfect grip on the action.
When it comes to being able to fully explore the striking talents of the new BMW
M8 models in terms of driving dynamics at any time, a key factor is the
M Performance Pro steering wheel with carbon fibre shift paddles and carbon
fibre/Alcantara – carbon fibre/leather trim. Thanks to its impressively shaped
Alcantara grip areas with large thumb rests and special underlay, it guarantees
excellent grip therefore a direct steering feel. With their shift symbols in bold red,
the carbon fibre shift paddles – also separately available for the standard steering
wheel – emphasise the racing theme, as do the blue central marking on the M
Performance Pro steering wheel and its seam in the hallmark M colours of blue,
red and violet. The refined motor racing ambience can be perfectly rounded off
with non-slip, easy-grip M Performance floor mats made of velvet velour with
leather-style surround, M Performance inscription and a pennant in the typical M
colours.
Excellent protection for the interim periods between driving
experiences.
M Performance Parts even offers stylish and practical accessories for the
preferably short periods in between individual trips in the fascinating BMW M8
models. The M Performance indoor car cover protects the vehicle from dirt and
scratches once it has been parked in the garage, for example. The machinewashable cover made of elastic polyester and with soft, paint-friendly inner side
fits perfectly over the body, highlighting various design features such as the
kidney grille with printed badges and inscriptions, for example. Meanwhile, M
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Performance wheel bags are recommended when it comes to storing and
transporting an additional set of wheels. They provide protection from soiling,
ensure clear wheel allocation due to their respective markings and create a racing
atmosphere in the garage at home with their hallmark M design.

In case of queries, please contact:
Christophe Koenig
Product Communication BMW X Models, Original BMW Accessories, xDrive
Tel.: +49-89-382-56097, fax: +49-89-382-20626
E-mail: Christophe.Koenig@bmw.de
Bernhard Santer
Product Communications BMW Automobiles
Spokesperson BMW M
Telephone: +49-89-382-24360
E-mail: bernhard.santer@bmwgroup.com
Internet: www.press.bmwgroup.com
E-mail: presse@bmw.de

The BMW Group

With its four brands BMW, MINI, Rolls-Royce and BMW Motorrad, the BMW Group is the world’s
leading premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium
financial and mobility services. The BMW Group production network comprises 30 production and
assembly facilities in 14 countries; the company has a global sales network in more than 140
countries.
In 2018, the BMW Group sold over 2,490,000 passenger vehicles and more than 165,000
motorcycles worldwide. The profit before tax in the financial year 2018 was € 9.815 billion on
revenues amounting to € 97.480 billion. As of 31 December 2018, the BMW Group had a
workforce of 134,682 employees.
The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible
action. The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout the
value chain, comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving
resources as an integral part of its strategy.
www.bmwgroup.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup
Twitter: http://twitter.com/BMWGroup
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupView
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bmwgroup
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmwgroup/

